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Health care reform: what you need to know

Prepare Yourself for
Reimbursement Changes

I

t’s important for doctors to start looking at their new paMedicare. Those entities define quality of care differently. The
tient base and the care they provide with a new perspective
Physician Quality Reporting System (PQRS) streamlines coding
as a new model of medical plan billing and reimbursements
for medical billing and requires that doctors use certain codes
rolls out. As accountable care organizations and other payers
to document specific activities and tests throughout the examnarrow their networks, they are looking specifically for ODs
ination. “If you code and report that to the government, you are
who meet the criteria of high-quality care and who can provide
called a quality doctor,” Dr. Wright says. Dr. Wright says ODs
the documentation to report positive outcomes for patients,
should start integrating the PQRS codes into their regular rousays Mark Wright, OD, FCOVD, professional editor of
tines now. “It’s not the habit of the average doctor right now.
Review of Optometric Business.
Most doctors will be horrified when quality doctor reports are
Defining quality depends a little on the eye of the bereleased and they are not on them.”
Dr. Wright
holder. So optometrists need to expand their definition, which
The doctor is ultimately responsible for the reporting, but
might involve providing high-quality eye care to their patients, wowing
staff members should also be aware of the PQRS system in addition to
them with new technology and exceeding their expectations with a
coding and billing requirements so that they can alert the doctor if anygreat patient experience. Now optometrists also need to incorporate the
thing is missing. So it’s a practice-wide initiative, he says.
definitions used by third-party payers and government entities, such as
Reporting positive outcomes has a skewed definition, as well.
“When a patient comes into the practice with an infection or glaucoma and we treat the patient, we say that was a positive outcome,” Dr.
Wright says. Third-party carriers consider positive outcomes as out20 YOU M
comes divided by cost. This causes a tremendous shift in the reimburseCo 15 O R C AR
nfe pt
AL K
ment scale. “Reimbursement is changing from procedure to diagnosis,”
o
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the overall care of patients, especially those with chronic diseases such
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as primary open-angle glaucoma, hypertension and diabetes as well as
other common diagnoses like corneal ulcers, he says.
Incorporate this new approach to patient management now, says
Dr. Wright. Think about patient management in a more global way.
Business education and resources for eye doctors
Don’t just focus on what you’ll do for the patient at this visit but look at
how you’ll manage the patient for the year. The way others define your
VOLUME 5, ISSUE 3
quality of care depends on that mindset. N
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Loews Hotel, Atlanta, Georgia

IDOC and Its Membership
Grow in 2015

I

n the first half of 2015, IDOC has flourished with the growth
of its membership as well as its support team at the home office. IDOC
continues to
focus on its
business model
and to provide
platforms
for ODs to
unite to discuss valuable
information
as the largest
nonfranchise
Events like the annual Optometric Business Conalliance, and
ference connect the IDOC alliance in person.
IDOC vendor
partners are enjoying the high level of program engagement
from IDOC members. IDOC reports these highlights and accomplishments completed thus far in 2015.
F The IDOC Select Program, introduced in January,
remains a primary focus for IDOC. The program’s success reinforces that members understand the value of measuring key
performance indicators and how using this data to make business
decisions leads to greater practice success. Visit idocselect.com
or talk with a Member Services representative about how the
program can strengthen and grow practices.
F In July, IDOC announced the exciting news of IDOC
partnering with the largest accountable care organization (ACO)
in Connecticut, ProHealth Physicians. “We are thrilled about
this opportunity and expect other ACO successes around the
country to follow,” says IDOC President and CEO Dave Brown.
F The IDOC Member Director program is steadily growing. IDOC members support this program by collaborating
with colleagues at local study group meetings. Nearly half of the
membership has attended a meeting so far in 2015.
F IDOC is utilizing new outreach and marketing efforts,
including direct mail, social media, digital banner ads and a new
and improved member-referral incentive program to reach new
members. IDOC can inform more ECPs about the value of joining the alliance, increase its membership and deliver on its goal
of ensuring the long-term success of independent optometry.
The IDOC team has added staff members to its Member
Services, Member Development, Marketing, Accounting, Practice Consulting and Data Analysis departments. The entire team
is focused on servicing the existing membership base by providing a high level of service and resources to members so that
they can practice to their fullest potential and ensure the success
of their businesses and also growing membership in the IDOC
alliance.
Join your colleagues at one or more of the upcoming
conferences hosted by IDOC. Register now at idoc.net for the
Atlanta (Sept. 27) and New York (Oct. 18) Regional Conferences.
Registration is coming soon for Los Angeles (Dec. 6). Mark your
calendar now for the 2016 Optometric Business Conference,
which will be held at the Loews Hotel in Atlanta from March 31April 3, 2016. N

Founded on Collaboration

D

oesn’t it feel like connecting to information
has never been easier but finding solutions
is harder and harder? The information we all get
through digital media channels is useful—but it
just can’t provide the collaborative benefit that
interaction between experienced colleagues
can.
This issue of The IDOC Quarterly is all
about the importance of attending meetings,
from large industry conferences to smaller
Dr. Mark Feder
meetings held in your local community. As
our cover story indicates, meetings open doors
to sharing of ideas that can result in improvement,
growth and overall practice success. As most
of you know, the foundation of IDOC was
built by a small group of Connecticut doctors
who began meeting regularly to share their
successes and their challenges. That spirit of
working together for mutually beneficial
purposes still holds true today at IDOC, as
Dave Brown
many of our members have told us that the
conversations that they have with other OD attendees are the most valuable part of attending an IDOC meeting.
As we head into the fall, IDOC Regional Conferences are right
around the corner, and there is still time for you to register to attend
either in Atlanta (Sept. 27), New York (Oct. 18) or our new location,
Los Angeles (Dec. 6). As always, our education is free for our members,
and all meetings offer free COPE CE credit. We also added more time
for roundtable discussions as our members have indicated this is one
of the most beneficial parts of our meetings. Please visit idoc.net today
to register.
We are pleased to announce that our 2016 Optometric Business
Conference will be returning to the Loews Hotel in midtown Atlanta
on March 31-April 3, so please mark your calendars and plan to attend.
Early bird registration will be available later this fall, and we will send
an email to the membership when registration is open.
Our local study group meetings continue to be a major focus for
IDOC, and we are pleased to have nearly 60 locations nationwide where
IDOC Member Directors host dinners, along with the support of our
vendor partners. Many of you have attended a local study group meeting
this year, and we encourage all of our members to attend at least one
meeting. The shared ideas and solutions to challenges are something
you can incorporate into your own practice the very next day.
We believe that optometric meetings are more important than
ever and that the value goes beyond sessions on the agenda. IDOC
meetings specifically offer the perfect mix of industry-leading business
curriculum combined with the opportunity to collaborate with colleagues.
We are confident you will find a positive ROI of your time at an IDOC
meeting.
We look forward to seeing you at one this fall.

Mark S. Feder, OD
Chairman and Founder
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Dave Brown
President and CEO

THE TRAINING

YOU NEED

TO GROW YOUR

MEDICAL PRACTICE
Attention all Optometrists
Attend a boot camp to learn the latest techniques for practicing full-scope optometry.
Get a step-by-step implementation plan that includes:
• Understanding and implementing
ICD-10 codes
• Improving billing and medical
record compliance
• Differentiating vision plan visits vs
medical plan visits

• Gaining access to insurance panels
• Maximizing practice productivity
and performance
• Motivating and training your staff

Expert faculty:
Scot Morris, OD, FAAO
John Rumpakis, OD, MBA

PATHWAYS IN MEDICAL OPTOMETRY™ Courses
Location

Date

Ft Lauderdale, FL

Saturday, 4/11/2015

Ledyard, CT

Saturday, 4/18/2015

Memphis, TN

Saturday, 5/9/2015

Each boot camp consists of
1 full-day course.

Teaneck, NJ

Saturday, 5/16/2015

Cost per course:

St Louis, MO

Saturday, 9/12/2015

First OD registration per practice
$399 per course *

Chicago, IL

Saturday, 10/24/2015

Atlanta, GA

Saturday, 11/14/2015

All additional practice registrations
$199 per course *
*Cost required per PhRMA guidelines.

Register today at: AllerganODPathways.com
Questions? Call 1-844-750-2020
©2014 Allergan, Inc., Irvine, CA 92612

™

mark owned by Allergan, Inc. APC34AM14 143057
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Be Specific With Ophthalmic
Lens Recommendations
Prescribe solutions for children that offer protection,
address visual demands

C

recommendation presented for most chilharles Shidlofsky, OD, FCOVD, has
dren. He tells parents, “This is the package
seen firsthand how putting the right
we like kids to have for using the computer
lens on the right patient can make a
or reading. It’s ideal for those who are fregreat impact. Dr. Shidlofsky has gained extenquently very tired at the end of the
sive knowledge of ophthalmic lenses
day from that close-up work.” Dr.
during the past 13 years since he
Shidlofsky says that many parents
opened the Neuro-Vision Associates
opt to pick the best option for their
of North Texas, his practice in Plano,
children. The package includes
Texas. The practice is known for
lenses made with the Phoenix™
its pediatric developmental vision,
material, which is durable against
vision rehabilitation for traumatic
Specific lens and treatment recommendations
impact; lightweight; provides a wider,
brain injury and strokes, as well as
benefit children who use electronic devices.
clearer field of vision; and includes
comprehensive primary care. “There
an antireflective (AR) treatment, such
are different types of therapy, from
solution for these children,” he says.
Dr. Shidlofsky
as Recharge™, to reflect harmful blue
traditional to active techniques, and
The SYNC™ lenses are often also a great
light and reduce fatigue and eyestrain. The
early on in my career, I learned to utilize lenses
match for children. SYNC lenses were deprotection that the Recharge treatment proto my advantage to help my patients,” he says.
signed for today’s visual demands and allow
vides can also help maintain melatonin levels
Dr. Shidlofsky says that it is particularly
patients to focus in different directions and
to allow wearers to fall asleep more easily at
important to get children in a lens that can
distances while alleviating eyestrain and
night, which many parents can appreciate.
set them up for success, and there’s an opfatigue from everyday, near-task routines.
“The benefit of the antifatigue effect is a good
portunity for education with every pediatric
There are two different powers available,
eye exam. “As optometrists, we
0.55D and 0.88D ADD, which
should be looking for kids who
cover a variety of patients. Dr.
are having difficulties in the
Shidlofsky says that many paclassroom and on the athletic
tients for whom he previously
field,” he says. “Then we need to
prescribed bifocals can now be
xam room convertake the right measurements so
successful with an antifatigue
sations about new
that we can understand if kids
lens. “Children who have a
eyewear with Dr. Charles
need to be referred or if they just
binocular vision problem can
Shidlofsky are all about
need an optical solution, such as
benefit from an antifatigue lens
ophthalmic lenses. Patients
an antifatigue lens.” Parents may
and specific therapy,” he adds.
can have fun picking out
or may not be aware that many
Thorough, specific education
their frames, but he wants
issues at school or home can be
goes a long way. Dr. Shidlofsky
them to understand how
tied back to vision. Knowing
finds that customers are happier
the lenses he prescribes
what to look for and how to prowith their purchases, and the
will enhance their lives. If
vide a solution are key. “When
practice also benefits from keeppatients want more inforwe deal with lenses, I’m very
ing premium lens sales within
mation beyond exam room
specific about what type of lens
the business. As a result, he says
discussions, he can walk
and lens treatments we want to
that 98 percent of eyeglasses
HOYA
provided
demonstration
tools
and
them out to the lens educaeducational materials for Dr. Shidlofsky’s
use,” Dr. Shidlofsky says. He
purchased from the practice
tion center in his optical.
lens education center.
often starts by addressing with
are made with AR treatment.
HOYA helped develop
parents the amount of time their
It’s particularly helpful for his
this center in his new office, which opened December 2014, and his
children spend using electronic
patients wearing a lot of prism
representatives provided the tools, sample lenses and demos to make
devices. “It creates a lot of visual
in their lenses, which can cause
the center engaging and interactive. “If I need to demonstrate a
stress,” he explains to them.
uneven and unusual light reflecfeature, we walk over to the lens center and talk about materials and
Patients who suffer from visual
tion. “The AR is very helpful,”
traditional lenses vs. freeform lenses with a treatment like Recharge™,”
stress can benefit from a pair of
Dr. Shidlofsky says. “We just
Dr. Shidlofsky says. He can show presbyopic patients MyStyle™ proeyeglasses designed specifically
don’t make eyeglasses without it
gressive lenses from HOYA, or patients can experience how Phoenix™
to protect their eyes and minibecause people are much more
material can minimize aberrations, offer better optics and is just as
mize their symptoms.
satisfied with their end result
thin and impact resistant as polycarbonate. N
The practice developed a
when they put on their eyekids’ package that is the first
glasses with AR.” N

Create a Lens Education Center

E
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Collaborate in a Comfort Zone
Opportunities to network and share ideas keep practices vibrant and successful

W

hile its origin is attributed to an
Aesop fable, the old saying, “united
we stand, divided we fall,” still holds
a lot of meaning today for the profession of
optometry, says Sean Phibbs, OD, of Sea Girt,
New Jersey. “It’s somewhat cliché, but it is
extraordinarily true,”
he says. Opportunities
to come together are so
essential for optometric
business owners, who can
become isolated spending
the majority of their days
traveling from one exam
room to the next. Dr.
Phibbs says that as a solo
Dr. Phibbs
practitioner, the feeling
of being disconnected can become magnified.
“You can end up being a relic if you don’t go
out and meet people and exchange ideas,”
Dr. Phibbs says. “We all know doctors who
change nothing from the time that they begin
the practice to the time they retire, like time
has stopped. In today’s fast-paced world of
change, that is a recipe for disaster.”
That’s why Dr. Phibbs makes time to be
involved in national, local and regional optometric associations that allow ODs to contribute
to the profession and protect, preserve and
expand optometry’s privileges and to participate
in a business alliance like IDOC. He attends

many IDOC conferences throughout the year,
and as an IDOC Member Director, Dr. Phibbs
has met even more colleagues by holding
meetings locally in his region. “An
alliance is the vehicle that makes our
business more efficient and allows
us to compete in the business world
of eye and health care,” Dr. Phibbs
says. He says that IDOC offers many
different platforms for practitioners
to collaborate about their businesses,
giving doctors multiple occasions to
unite throughout the year.
Dr. Dunoff
IDOC carefully plans each national business conference and regional meeting, as well as provides guidance to Member
Directors running local meetings so that each
gathering is meaningful for optometrists. The
goal is to maximize the value of doctors’ time
together. There are more formal presentations
and lectures coupled with ample time for
conversations with small study groups. IDOC
members spend most of their time at local

Member Director meetings collaborating in a
small group engaging in personal discussions
about their businesses, practice management,
marketing and staff as well as current
challenges related to changes in the
health care, he says.
Lance Dunoff, OD, of Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania, says that these conversations are a highlight of attending
meetings, and he includes multiple
IDOC meetings on his conference
schedule each year. “The national
meeting covers a larger scope and
broader concepts, and it’s a bigger
group of people to get together with over
three or four days,” Dr. Dunoff says. Locally,
topics tend to be more focused during a daylong regional meeting or an hour-long local
meeting. Even when doctors practice in the
same community, there isn’t any apprehension about candid conversations, Dr. Dunoff
says. “I have never felt any kind of competition. Everyone is there with the same goal

Grab the Staff Development Opportunity

D

r. Lance Dunoff attends many conferences each year, and while his schedule
typically remains the same, he weighs the value of attending each program and
the costs for travel for himself and his staff. When there are specific courses available
for staff members, he often involves them. “I believe that if I can help my staff members better their education and understanding of the industry, they will be better all
around,” he says. His staff has attended the national optometric business conference
hosted by IDOC the past few years. Look for conferences that offer paraoptometric
and support staff CE and allow staff to take advantage of continuing their education.
The national conference hosted by IDOC always includes sessions designed for staff.
Like Dr. Dunoff, Dr. Ray Corbin-Simon likes to bring her staff members to
meetings when there are sessions specifically relevant to their responsibilities and duties. She says that when she previously attended conferences alone and brought back
new ideas, the staff didn’t share the same level of enthusiasm about the changes. “By
having my staff members with me, they can get the same information and learn the
best practices out there from what’s working for other doctors,” Dr. Corbin-Simon
says.
Incorporating the staff has worked well for her, yet it does require her to close the
office for a day or two and to have some additional travel expenses. It’s a routine she’s
had for some time, and she says that she’s still surprised every time colleagues ask her
why she wastes time attending so many conferences. They associate shutting down business with losing money, but Dr. Corbin-Simon advocates that attending conferences
to connect with colleagues can do exactly the opposite. “You actually gain a significant
amount in return with the ideas you can implement in your practice,” she says. “I wish
that more colleagues would understand how medicine and the industry have significantly changed and how they pertain to the dynamic of our practices. We have to keep
moving forward to meet the expectations our patients have of us.” N
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Open the Door to
Networking Opportunities

I

and is more than willing to share his or her
DOC conferences offer opportunities to meet your colleagues
successes and failures.”
across the country and in your region and state. Dr. Sean Phibbs
Each setting offers
encourages ODs to look at each other that way—as colleagues—indifferent perspectives, and
stead of competitors, even when talking with doctors in your area.
while topics discussed
“The reality is that no one can see every patient, and you lose out if
and time together may
you don’t get involved in the exchange of ideas,” he says. Dr. Lance
vary, Dr. Dunoff says that
Dunoff adds that everyone he’s met at IDOC conferences is more
IDOC consistently shines
than willing to share successes and failures. Dr. Ray Corbin-Simon
a light on important,
has had takeaways from colleagues no matter where they practice,
timely issues in the indusand there will be similar and different challenges within one commutry and ties them into the
nity and in another part of the country. “You can find out how others
business of his practice.
are tackling them in their practices,” she says. N
Dr. Corbin-Simon
The business focus is
what makes these conferences unique from the
plethora of industry or clinical conferences,
Dr. Dunoff says. “IDOC is great at providing
Dr. Corbin-Simon says that every meeting
Conference experiences led
cutting-edge business advice to help grow our
opens her eyes to new ideas and gives her a
Dr. Phibbs to talk with more patients about
bottom line, and that’s invaluable for me and
fresh perspective for her practice. “It’s interestthe dangers of blue light, as well as ways to
my staff.”
ing because you go to the meeting, thinking,
prevent macular degeneration with suppleRay Corbin-Simon, OD, of Piscataway,
‘I’ve got this, and I know what I’m doing—my
ments and DNA testing. His colleagues have
New Jersey, agrees. “The meetings are fantastic,
practice is in full swing,’ and then you sit down
also helped him make decisions regarding
and I try not to miss out on attending them,”
at a table and have a conversation with other
staffing and the commitment of purchasing
she says. “I always feel as though there is somepractitioners, and every time I get blown away
major pieces of instrumentation, such as his
thing someone else
with what I didn’t
optical coherence tomography unit. “I may
knows that can help
know or what I could
not have done it if I didn’t hear from people
me in my practice.” Dr.
do,”
Dr.
Corbin-Simon
who were doing it and are successful with
“I have never felt any kind
Corbin-Simon likes the
says. “I’m so enthuit,” Dr. Phibbs says. “When there are other
friendly environment
siastic about learning
doctors who are successful, it gives you the
of competition. Everyone is
at her local Member
something new and difconfidence that you can do it yourself.”
there with the same goal
Director meetings
ferent that I can incorIt’s not unlike the Japanese philosophy of
and learning from
porate in my practice.”
Kaizen—which translates to mean change for
and is more than willing
the successes of colThe experiences
better, and it assumes that every aspect of life
leagues who practice
from these conferences
deserves to be constantly improved—when it
to share his or her successes
in her area. “I want
travel back to the office.
comes to his
the perspective of my
The
conversations
can
business, Dr.
and failures.”—Dr. Dunoff
colleagues if we share
reinvigorate plans in a
Phibbs says.
the same issues,” Dr.
way that doctors won’t
“We should
Corbin-Simon adds.
experience reading
have that
There are also many lessons to be learned
about a new idea in a journal. “You can’t get
same phifrom IDOC members across the country. At
the interactive experience with your colleagues
losophy for
a recent national business conference hosted
by reading anything in print,” Dr. Dunoff
the business
by IDOC, Dr. Corbin-Simon spoke with
says. “Everyone is there for the same goal and
aspect and
an IDOC member from Virginia about the
is charged and psyched to grow.” He recently
patient care
challenges of expanding a current location
incorporated the concept of mini goals, which
aspect of our
and making the decision to move to a new
break down monthly goals into steps that each
practice,” Dr.
office. “This IDOC member shared some of
department can track every week.
Phibbs says.
her insights from her own practice, and it
Dr. Corbin-Simon made changes to her
“There is a
was so valuable that I’m taking that with me
patient recall system as a result of conversations
great overlap.
when I negotiate for my new location,” Dr.
with colleagues. “We’re targeting and capturing
Good business
Corbin-Simon says.
a significant number of patients whom we
equals good
Attending conferences adds great value
haven’t seen in a couple of years,” she says. She
patient care,
to the business, and going to just one is not
was also inspired by a lecture and talking with
and good
enough, she says. “Your education is not all
colleagues on blue-light protection to incorpopatient care
from optometry school,” she says. “You can
rate demo products and change her presentaequals good
learn from your colleagues and these meetings.”
tion and education for patients on this topic.
business.” N
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Introduce New Opportunities

Patients of all ages can benefit from features of one-day contact lenses

T

he percentage of daily disposable contact lens wearers is the fastest-growing
segment of patients at Tempe EyeCare
Associates in Tempe, Arizona. John Chrisagis,
OD, says that it’s his
preferred replacement
schedule because of the
benefits to ocular health
and his patients’ convenience. Dr. Chrisagis follows contact lens product
releases to make sure that
the selection of products
he prescribes includes
Dr. Chrisagis
the newest products that
meet his high standards.
Dr. Chrisagis saw the initial release of the
MyDay® one-day lenses from CooperVision
overseas and says that he was looking forward
to trying them in his office.
“MyDay one-day lenses were released in Europe and generated
good reviews, and CooperVision
has been talking about this
product,” Dr. Chrisagis says.
“I’ve been waiting for it to be
released in the U.S.”
The MyDay lenses feature
a unique structure called Smart
Silicone™ chemistry, which uses
less silicone to achieve high-oxygen permeability levels that patients need and want in a daily

disposable contact
lens. It’s a distinctive combination
that can benefit
r. John Chrisagis says that he appreciates that CooperVision
many patients
is always thinking of doctors and their patients with each new
with improved
product
line that it introduces and expands and through programs
lens surface wetit
rolls
out.
Programs such as the Eye Care Prime and Premier
tability and higher
offer
consulting
and tools to help improve patient communication
water content.
and practice management. “Anything a contact lens company can
By using less raw
do to help us out with patient retention and communication is a
silicone, it leaves
positive in a competitive market,” Dr. Chrisagis says. These promore room in the
grams have helped the practice capture patients who had not been
material structure
in for some time as well as generate new patients through website
for water-loving
search engine optimization. Some practices even earn enough
parts, and hence
credit to offset all costs. N
MyDay lenses are
naturally wettable
without the need
for coatings or surface treatments. “It’s a good
lens with the handling capabilities of a thicker
blend of silicone and hydrogel”
silicone hydrogel. The blue tint can also help
that provide patients with a compatients keep track of their lenses during hanfortable wearing experience, Dr.
dling. “MyDay lenses could be a good workChrisagis says.
horse lens because it’s easy enough to handle
Patients of all ages can apso a first-time wearer can use it, but there’s
preciate the benefits that MyDay
also the oxygen permeability for people with
lenses provide, and he has been
a higher prescription,” Dr. Chrisagis says. In
prescribing this product for new
addition, he sees this product as a good opand existing contact lens wearers.
tion for patients who have adverse reactions
Dr. Chrisagis says that the ease of
to higher concentrations of silicone.
handling has been impressive—
Dr. Chrisagis says that his patients have
there’s durability to the material, and the low
responded positively to the initial and ongomodulus makes the lens soft like a hydrogel
ing comfort that the MyDay lenses provide
during the few months he has been prescribing them. The 8.4mm base curve and 14.2mm
diameter allow him to fit a range of patients
quickly in this lens. “It’s a great choice of
base curve because it covers and looks great
on a lot of corneas,” he says. He attributes
the initial comfort that patients experience to
the solution the lenses are packaged in and
and ensure that practitioners have access to
also the 0.07mm edge thickness of the lenses.
the most comprehensive portfolio of contact
Both of these factors contribute to hours of
lenses to provide options for every eye.
comfortable wear, he says. The UVA/UVB
At launch, CooperVision Advantage
protection is an additional positive benefit of
brings together a number of tools under
these contact lenses and contributes to a more
a single, unified brand. It incorporates
long-term eye health benefit, Dr. Chrisagis
EyeCare Prime™ (which includes WebSystem3®),
says.
Premier and LensFerry® services—all of
Dr. Chrisagis looks forward to expandwhich have been widely recognized for
ing his success with the MyDay lenses and inhelping optimize practice profitability
troducing the product to even more patients
through better patient retention and acin the coming months. Just as most ODs
quisition. CooperVision Advantage also
want to try products that will be beneficial
includes the company’s promotional and
for their patients in terms of improving their
loyalty programs, training and education
health, vision and comfort, Dr. Chrisagis says
initiatives and other value-added services.
that patients look forward to a new experiAdditional services are expected to be added
ence, as well. N
over time. N

CooperVision Is in Your Corner

D

Take Advantage of Practice Growth
Tools from CooperVision

E

ye care practices across the U.S. are
facing more challenges than ever in
attracting and retaining a loyal base of
high-value contact lens patients, especially
as consumer health care expectations and
purchasing habits evolve. Expanding its
heritage of partnering with eye care practitioners, CooperVision offers CooperVision
Advantage™, an inclusive set of business tools
designed to support practice growth.
CooperVision estimates that the typical
contact lens patient can provide more than
$30,000 in lifetime value to a practice. However, an estimated 21 percent of contact lens
wearers drop out each year. CooperVision
Advantage aims to add new patients, minimize the nonclinical reasons for patient loss
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Align Frame Selection to Patients’ Styles
Colorful styles allow patients to think outside of the box without straying from their comfort zones

D

ebbie Roodner, OD, and her practice partner, Vicki Chenarides, OD,
opened East Fishkill Eye Associates
in Hopewell Junction, New York, 19 years
ago, and they continue to keep their optical
looking fresh by considering new lines to
add to it. While Dr.
Roodner delegates
much of the framebuying responsibilities
to her optical staff, she
does like to have an idea
of what’s popular and
working with their patients. “When frame reps
come in and I’m free,
Dr. Roodner
I’ll chat to see what they
have,” she says. “I like to look for frames that
are interesting.”
Dr. Roodner’s opticians, including
Madeleine North, help select the lines that
their clientele will like, which include unique
style choices that still fit what a more conservative patient may want. The practice doctors
and staff have found that Morel Eyewear
keeps hitting the mark over the last year or

“Koali has different colors
and styles and stands
out a little more than a
basic metal or plastic.”
—Madeleine North

so since they brought in the Öga, Koali and
Lightec lines. “The quality of the frames is
very good,” Dr. Roodner says, adding that
she likes that across the board, the frames
are lightweight and comfortable. Their Morel
Eyewear representative David Lloyd had
worked with them before, and it has proven
to be a good decision to trust his expertise
and bring these products into the practice.
North says that the frames from Morel
Eyewear have become quite popular in the
practice. “We sell the most from Koali,” she
says, and this line designed just for women
typically attracts patients in their 30s-50s.

The design for this Öga frame is fleshed out in this
sketch.

technology for immediate comfort. These
frames are the practice’s next most popular
line from Morel Eyewear, and its optical
frames and sunglasses are made entirely from
stainless steel with an exclusive screwless flex
hinge system.
The Öga line designed for men combines
a Scandinavian spirit in its masculine design
and functionality.
Dr. Roodner and her staff have known
the practice’s Morel Eyewear representative,
who had previously been a frame representative for the office. “I love my rep—if I
call for anything, he is on top of it and tries
to find what I might need,” North says. He
recently helped the practice set up a brightly
colored Koali display in the dispensary.
While these styles have been known to catch
attention from the frame board, spotlighting
the line has also garnered interest in these
styles. N

“Koali has different colors and styles and
stands out a little more than a basic metal
or plastic.” The company, which integrates a
high-tech look into the frames, manufactures
its frames in France, which Dr. Roodner
says is a distinguishing factor from the many
frames made in China.
Dr. Roodner enjoys wearing her own
Koali frames. “I
like the mixture of
colors with bright
colors on the inside, too,” she says.
orel Eyewear introduces several new styles for the fall.
“It is a very light
Lightec: Alpha 35—Lightec, made for both men and
and comfortable
women, takes a minimalframe.” Koali ofist approach to design.
fers a range of preAlpha 35 offers a fun
scription eyewear
twist on femininity while
and sunglasses for
remaining faithful to the
women inspired by
brand’s identity. This
the living world,
concept is decorated with
including plant
patterns of fine wavy lines
life, exotic butteradding texture to either
flies, tropical fish
two-color acetate fronts or
and more. The cremetal fronts with stainless
ative combinations
steel temples.
include exclusive
Öga: Tanger—Öga
and unusual color
is a men’s brand where all
combinations. The
designs follow a “formKoali is a great
follows-function” philosThe Koali Chloris II, as described below,
option for presophy. Tanger, from Öga, is a recent release from Morel Eyewear.
byopic patients,
features anodized aluDr. Roodner says.
minum temples with a thin stainless steel strip in a contrasting
It’s a high-quality
color. This stainless steel piece helps to provide a flex function for
product in the size
the integrated double-action screwless hinge.
she prefers for
Koali: Chloris II—Koali is made exclusively for women and
progressive lenses.
is inspired by nature. The Chloris concept flourishes with new
Lightec offers
models featuring combination fronts. Opaque acetate strands
styles for men
are embedded into a translucent base mimicking the interlacing
and women and
fibers of tropical Chloris grass. Stainless steel adorns the frame’s
is comprised of a
front, adding a unique look to the design. N
combination of
lightness and

Recent 2015 Releases from Morel

M
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One Instrument Provides OD
With Compromise-free Technology

L

right patient base and age ranges,” she says. “I
ast fall, Alicia Telega, OD, debated the
provides a great
was dead wrong. I use it every day.”
next investment she would make for
baseline
The iFusion™ SD-OCT
The acceptance has been much
Shadyside Eye Associates, her
for their
& Digital Fundus
better than she expected, Dr. Telega says,
practice in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
care. This
Photography integrates
adding that her younger patients are
She was deciding whether an optical
approach
multiple technologies
in one instrument.
often impressed by the iFusion. “They
coherence tomography (OCT) unit
continues
love the technology,” Dr. Telega says.
or a retinal camera would allow her
to deliver a
Patients first hear about the iFusion and
to manage and treat cases better as
high capture rate, and
its iWellness™ scan from Dr. Telega’s
she expanded the medical segment of
those who don’t have
office manager, who provides an
her practice. “I’m not good at comit done that day can budget for the modest outintroduction to the instrument and
promise,” Dr. Telega says. “I really
of-pocket fee for the next year.
the purpose of the scan. “When patients
In addition to the detailed images from the
wanted both, so when I saw iFusion™
Dr. Telega
check in on an iPad, the office manSD-OCT & Digital Fundus PhotograiWellness scan, Dr. Telega can track and moniager, Janine George, presents laminated forms
phy, I said, ‘That’s everything I need.’”
tor more ocular disease and manage additional
for HIPAA and iWellness,” Dr. Telega says.
Dr. Telega tested out the technology at
patients in her office. When referrals are necesHer office manager explains that the office has
a trade show, and that hands-on experience
sary, she, the patient and the ophthalmologist
recently added new technology that allows Dr.
nearly made up her mind that day. “I didn’t
all understand the importance of the referral.
Telega to scan the layers of the retina, which
do a lot of research on other standalone OCTs
If a scan warrants further investigation, such as
because I wanted to get the camera
when she sees drusen in the macula, Dr.
and the OCT all in the same shot.” In
Telega can use the iFusion’s full medical
addition, the instrument’s compact
exam functions to scan the macula.
footprint fits well in her smaller office.
Those services can be billed to the paDr. Telega’s practice was just
tient’s medical insurance. The iFusion
more than a year old when she started
has also helped her improve efficiency
using the iFusion in January, and she
with specialty contact lens fits, and the
r. Alicia Telega says the recent introduction of the
admits that she was nervous about
anterior segment photos and pachymeOptovue Academy, an online learning portal offerwhether she was justified in making
try scans are bundled into the fitting fee
ing clinical education, technician training and practice
the purchase. She’s located near several
for scleral lenses, she says.
development tracks specifically for Optovue instrumencolleges, and nearly 80 percent of her
One of the greatest benefits of the
tation, has been extremely helpful. “I watch the webinars
patient base is young adults in their
iFusion is how it has enhanced her
every free minute I get,” Dr. Telega says. “They arm me
20s. Other than some older dry eye
patient education. Dr. Telega talks with
with the knowledge to understand what the instrument
patients, she hadn’t cared for many
patients about their anterior segment
can do. The images become easier to read, and I gain
medical patients. Even so, she felt that
photos and retinal scans, explaining
confidence with monitoring and diagnosing patients.”
this was technology she needed for
what she sees on the surface of the eye
Optovue Academy continues to introduce her to addithe future of her practice. “I wondered
and the different layers of the retina.
tional functionalities and opportunities with her iFusion
whether the equipment would sit and
“When you educate patients on somethat she hasn’t tapped into yet. N
collect dust because I have a new practhing that they didn’t know before, it
tice, and I wasn’t sure that I had the
helps to capture the patients,” she says.
“It ties them to my office because they
know that we have the images of what their eyes
looked like last time.” Dr. Telega can continue to
monitor them on an appropriate schedule.
Dr. Telega thanks her Optovue representative Sean Kunselman, as well as John Hawley,
vice president of North America sales, for their
support along the way. Just a year ago, she was reFusion™ SD-OCT & Digital Fundus Photography offers doctors specferring out glaucoma patients because she didn’t
tral-domain optical coherence tomography (OCT) and fundus imaging by
want to miss progression and early changes. Now
combining the powerful OCT capabilities of iVue® with the high-quality
she is credentialed on several medical insurance
imaging from iCam® in one versatile platform. The iFusion can enhance
panels so that these patients can stay with the
practice efficiency by streamlining your workflow with one instrument,
practice, and Dr. Telega’s medical insurance
leaving a smaller footprint in your office. The iFusion also adds value to your
billing is on the rise. “When I look back at how
practice and integrates with your existing instrumentation and computer system. The iFusion feamuch we have used the iFusion, it’s been increditures a flash for retina image capture, using a white LED located inside the instrument at the end
bly important in helping grow the medical model
of the illumination optical train that is synchronized to flash with the capture function; illuminaof my practice,” Dr. Telega says. “I think it’s going
tion for corneal images; a variety of scan ranges and beam wavelengths; and additional functions.
to continue to help me every day.” N
For more information, visit optovue.com/ifusion or talk to your Optovue representative. N

Optimize Your Experience
with Optovue Academy

D

iFusion™: Your Complete
Retinal Imaging Solution
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Show and Tell

With diverse trial lens stock, patients can experience contact lenses as OD explains benefits

D

100 percent water at the very outer surface
aily disposable contact lenses are the
of the contact lens4† to provide exceptional
preferred replacement schedule for
Jeffrey Kublin, OD, and he frequently
comfort.
prescribes the option so that his patients can
Dr. Kublin’s Alcon representatives keep
experience the convenience, comfort and
his stock of trial lenses current so that patients
ocular health benefits of
can also take home a one- or two-week supply
wearing a fresh, clean
to continue the experience at home, work or
contact lens each day.
during their regular hobbies. “It’s a great lens
Daily disposables also
whether they wear contact lenses seven days
help promote overall
a week or only on the weekends or for special
compliance with the
occasions,” Dr. Kublin says. “They don’t have
replacement schedule.
to worry about solutions or cases.” A trial is a
Patients who wear twoperfect suggestion for an upcoming vacation
week contact lenses are
or work business trip. “They can take the
far less compliant.* Three
sleeve of five lenses with them.”
Dr. Kublin
recent studies
He says that many
of over 750 practices and nearly
patients return for their
13,500 patients show that daily disfollow-up visit and comment
posable and monthly replacement
that their eyes feel moist
contact lenses facilitate better comthroughout the day, and they
pliance.1,2,3*
are ready to order a supply.
However, DAILIES TOTAL1
Dr. Kublin says that allowing
contact lenses are not just a
patients to put on a pair
problem-solving product.
of the lenses during the
Dr. Kublin also recommends
exam and take home trial
that patients without any
lenses has been the key
complaints with their curto his success at his Bosrent product try DAILIES TOTAL1 to see how
ton, Massachusetts, office. “Having the whole
it can enhance their contact lens-wearing exrange of parameters of trials and putting the
perience. “We can still offer patients DAILIES
lens on the patient immediately is a big advanTOTAL1 as a new option,” he says. “Often they
tage,” Dr. Kublin says. When Dr. Kublin has a
find it to be more comfortable and wearable,
conversation about comfort and convenience,
and they make the switch.”
the patient can try on the lens right in the
Many patients purchase their contact
chair to experience it.
lens supply from the practice, even though he
Dr. Kublin explains to patients that the
doesn’t keep an inventory on hand. Through
innovative water gradient material of DAILIES
IDOC’s relationship with Alcon, he’s happy
TOTAL1® daily disposable contact lenses,
one of his go-to products, offers exceptional comfort and
breathability.** The design incorporates a smooth transition
in modulus from core to surr. Jeffrey Kublin says that while many longtime
face. DAILIES TOTAL1 water
patients are honest and direct about their congradient contact lenses are the
tact lens-wearing experience, he has a series of roufirst and only contact lenses to
tine questions that he asks patients, particularly those
feature different materials at
who are new to the practice, so that he can tailor
the core and surface, resulting
his daily disposable recommendation. “I ask about
in a lower modulus at the surend-of-day comfort and whether patients are able
face. The moderate modulus
to wear their contact lenses for as many hours and
at the core offers greater resisdays as they would like,” Dr. Kublin says. Often patance to shape change, and a
tients realize that their current product isn’t meetlow modulus is at the surface.
ing all of their expectations, and Dr. Kublin finds
“The lens feels like nothing at
that DAILIES TOTAL1® daily disposable contact
all to many patients,” he exlenses can be a solution for a wide range of patients. N
plains, and DAILIES TOTAL1
contact lenses have almost

Ask the Right Questions

D
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“It’s a great lens whether
patients wear contact lenses
seven days a week or only on
the weekends or for special
occasions. They don’t have
to worry about solutions
or cases.”— Dr. Kublin

with the pricing that he gets for his business.
“Alcon has always been a great supporter of
optometry,” he says.
Nearly 80 percent of his patients choose
to have their supply direct shipped to their
home or office, and he offers fast, free shipping with a six-month or annual supply. Dr.
Kublin accepts exchange products for no
charge if patients have a prescription change
after purchasing an annual supply. “We help
patients maximize their benefits, and we do
what we can to take care of our patients.” Dr.
Kublin says that he looks forward to being
able to introduce DAILIES TOTAL1 contact
lenses to even more patients once additional
plus power options become available. N
*Compliance with manufacturer-recommended
replacement frequency
**Dk/t = 156 @ -3.00D
†
Based on laboratory measurement of unworn
lenses.
1
Alcon data on file, 2013.
2
Dumbleton K, Richter D, Bergenske P, Jones L.
Compliance with lens replacement and the interval between eye examinations. Optom Vis Sci. 2013;90(4):351358.
3
Dumbleton K, Woods C, et al. Patient and practitioner compliance with silicone hydrogel and daily
disposable lens replacement in the United States. Eye &
Contact Lens. 2009;35(4):164-171.
4
Angelini T, Nixon R, Dunn A, et al. Viscoelasticity and mesh-size at the surface of hydrogels characterized with microrheology. Invest Ophthalmol Vis Sci.
2013; 54: EAbstract 500.
See product instructions for complete wear, care
and safety information.
Sponsored by Alcon
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